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The beer flavour stability is coupled with free radlcaf degradation processes. Probably, aldehydes

produced during the brewery but also generated by the staling are responsible for beer flavour as well as for

its breaking down. The storing beer at the lower temperatures and in the dark place inhibits, and otherwise

the rising temperature and illumination accelerate the rate of such radical processes. Beers contain naturally

occurring radical scavengers - antioxidants which Inhibit such unwanted reactions. Then depleting of

scavengers results in the breaking down of the beer stability. EPR spin trapping technique can monitor such

processes and characterise so the flavour stability of beer (1).

The probe is tempered at 60qC in the cavity of EPR spectrometer in the presence of spin trapping

agent, N-ferf.-butyl-a-phenyl nitrone (PBN) and EPR spectra are recorded for few hours. Beers with higher

antioxidant capacity and herewith a higher flavour stability, resist the degradation for a longer time. After beer

antioxidants become depleted, free radicals {R>) formed by the beer degradation are scavenged by PBN spin

trap and this point is characterised with as dramatically increased concentration of the free radicals trapped

• PBN-R according to the equation :

PBN + R- • .R-PBN

(spin trap) (ftw radical) (spin atouct)

Fig. 1. Illustrates monitoring of such a process choosing two probes of beer with various flavour

stability : Probe 1 with limited stability, 2 with good stability, which were available in our experiments. The

point of breaking stability may be estimated either manually or in a mathematical procedure evaluating the

cutting point of the slopes of EPR spectra in the initial stage and after breaking stability (Fig.2.). The so

obtained time periods may be compared for various probes. This is demonstrated in Fig.3. The evaluated

probes represent various products of beer offered in the stores on the market. We considered their declared

stability, the date of their production, and the date of the measurement. Then we correlated those data of all

investigated probes with the period of stability detected in all our experiments. The ratio of the so averaged

declared stability by the producers to the averaged measured time of stability in all our experiments

represents the slope of the straight line in Fig.3 and the individual points quoted, they mark the relation
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between the found stability in spin trap experiment and declared stability of the corresponding probes by the

producers. So in this way the relative stability of the individual probes can be well compared, and also, very

probably, an absolute time period of the individual probes stability may be well estimated.
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Fig.l.Time evolution of EPR spectra of PBN adducts for
two different beer probes 1 and 2

Flg.2. An illustration on the evaluation of the time
evolution of the EPR spectra from Fig. 1.2.
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Fig.3. Comparison of the measured and declared
stability of various beer probes.
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